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Creating a Model of Ongoing Professional Development for Mentors

Standards in Practice

Coaching Skills: Bringing Out The Best In Others

Wendy Baron and Janet Gless, Associate Directors, New Teacher Center

Ruth Mitchell and Stephanie Robinson, Principal Partners, Education Trust

Anne Richards, Director, Marin County BTSA Collaborative

We Need to Be the Change We Want:
Preparing New Teachers to Create Powerful Learning Environments For All Children

Being a coach and mentor is exciting and rewarding. It can also be an isolating and challenging experience.
Regular opportunities for meaningful conversation, reflective feedback, and the development of new skills
can make all the difference for both novice and experienced support providers. This session takes a look at
the curriculum of mentoring and a variety of structures and processes that help develop high caliber mentors. Participants will experience a “real-time” professional development model for coaches and mentors
with stop-action debriefing along the way.

The Education Trust in Washington D.C. developed a useful initiative for all school personnel, parents and
school board members. Standards in Practice is a six-step professional development process focusing on
the alignment of classroom practice with standards. In this session, participants will go through these steps
using a demonstration assignment and national standards. Learn about the success of Standards in
Practice in raising student achievement; understand the commitment that is necessary for success; and
appreciate how Standards in Practice increases teachers’ professional standing as well as expertise.

Being an effective mentor includes seeing the potential of our beginning teachers and knowing that they
are creative and resourceful. Coaching from this perspective brings out their best. This interactive session
provides the skills to do just that - bring out the best in those you support. Participants will practice specific
co-active coaching skills including asking powerful questions, articulating, listening at three levels, and
identifying values. Come and renew your enthusiasm for coaching and supporting others.

. MONDAY, JANUARY 28
7:30–8:00 am

REGISTRATION AND CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST

8:00–9:00 am

WELCOME AND GENERAL SESSION

9:15–10:30 am

SESSIONS A

Mary Montle Bacon, Human Resources Consultant, Owner, Images of a Culture

Keynote Speaker

Linda Darling-Hammond is a distinguished scholar and expert on education and teaching. She is the Charles E. Ducommun Professor of
Education at Stanford University, Executive Director of the National Commission on Teaching and America’s Future, and the Co-Director
of the National Center for Restructuring Education, Teachers College, Columbia University. The author of numerous books, articles, and
monographs, Dr. Darling-Hammond is an articulate spokesperson for teacher quality and equitable outcomes for students. Her research
and policy work focus on teacher professional development, school restructuring, and educational reform.

Linda Darling-Hammond
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Peer Assistance and
Review: It’s Professional
Development, It’s Union
Business

Strategic Coaching

The RIMS BTSA Electronic
Portfolio for Teacher
Professional Development

Develop Reflective
Practice in Mentor
Teachers

Mentoring New Teachers
to Promote Academic
Achievement for All
Learners

Mentors as Part of the
Professional Learning
Community

Recruiting New Teachers:
National Efforts to
Strengthen and Diversify
the Teaching Profession

Sara Gjerdrum, Manager, Field

Esteban Diaz, Professor, California
State University, San Bernardino;
Teresa I. Marquez-Lopez,
Assistant Research Educationist,
University of California, Riverside;
Rocio Flores Moss, Administrator,
Regional School Improvement
Unity, Riverside County Office of
Education

Daniel Humphrey, Project
Director, SRI International;
Naida C. Tushnet, Program
Director, WestEd

Operations, Education Minnesota;
Pat Reisenger, Director of
Foundation for Excellence in
Teaching and Learning

Come hear the results
of WestEd and SRI
International’s recently
completed independent
evaluation of California’s
Beginning Teacher Support
and Assessment (BTSA)
program. Issues addressed
include: the effects of BTSA
participation on teacher
retention; the effects of
expansion on BTSA program
quality; the impact of BTSA
participation on teacher
knowledge and skills; and
the influence of BTSA’s
organizational structure.

Education Minnesota, the
statewide teachers union,
supports local unions to
develop and implement a
continuum of teacher assistance
programs from induction and
mentoring to peer review.
Grants fund new mentor
programs and experienced
teachers. Presenters will
describe the professional
development activities in
which grantees/members are
involved, the current status of
their activities, the progress
and results of grants, and will
share lessons learned from
this unique statewide effort.

How do mentors address
situations in a beginning
teacher’s classroom that can’t
be ignored while maintaining
a relationship that has been
built on respect and trust?
Discover how mentors coach
strategically: use the California
Standards for the Teaching
Profession, collect data, and
have a reflective conversation
to find solutions to challenging
situations. Participants will
watch a role play and write
their own case studies for
problem solving.

Promoting Professional
Links Between
Performance-Based
Licensure, Quality
Mentoring, and the
National Board
Certification Process

Computer Resource Specialist, and
Linda Scott Hendrick, Program
Director, University of California,
Riverside, RIMS BTSA

The University of California,
Riverside, with Riverside/
Inyo/Mono/San Bernadino
Beginning Teacher Support
and Assessment (BTSA) has
developed an Electronic
Portfolio for Professional
Teacher Development. This
session will connect the
Electronic Portfolio to the
California Standards for the
Teaching Profession, the
Technology Proficiencies for
California Teachers and
BTSA. Explore the use of
electronic media to promote
dialogue among experienced
and new teachers and the
use of technology to
support teacher professional
development.

Elizabeth Gaston, Researcher,
Mills College/Mills PLuS BTSA;
Pam Wilson, Director, Mill PluS
BTSA

Reflection can be an effective
tool for problem solving.
Instead of a quick fix
approach to daily challenges,
reflection encourages teachers
to construct their own
professional knowledge, share
in inquiry, and authentically
demonstrate their learning. It
encourages long-term growth
and establishes a language of
trust. This session will present
research findings, allow for
collaborative activities, and
sanction time for individual
reflection.

Ella M. Glenn Burnett,
Professor, Department of Teacher
Education, California State
University, Long Beach

To address issues of equitable
learning, mentoring must focus
on building relationships and
understanding the complexities
of teaching for social justice.
The presenter will share
findings from three urban
school districts on mentor
support of novice teachers
and their relational needs.
Participants will examine their
own cultural history, definitions,
and assumptions. Together we
will develop realistic steps
toward academic achievement
for all students.

Adriane Mingo, NBCT, North
Carolina Regional Coordinator for
Performance-Based Licensure;
Barbara Temple, NBPTS
Specialist for the CharlotteMecklenburg School System

Gain a greater understanding
of the power in building
educational leadership capacity
within the teaching profession
and learn the vital connection
between Performance-Based
Licensure and the National
Board Certification process.
Through activities such as
reflective writing, comparative
thinking maps, and analytical
small group discussions,
participants will learn how
a peer coaching model can
serve as the basis for a
professional continuum that
promotes long-term teacher
retention.

Linda S. Adams, Instructional
Specialist and Gail A. Epps,
Program Manager, New Teacher
Induction, Montgomery County
Public Schools

How do school districts
promote ongoing mentor
development? How do
induction programs
differentiate support in
new teachers’ needs?
Montgomery County Public
Schools has a mentoring
program that believes teachers,
both new and veteran, are
educational leaders. Using the
model of a professional learning
community, participants will
discuss the principles of
mentoring and explore how
professional development
schools can be used to
promote best practices.

Recruiting New Teachers, Inc.

How are states, districts,
schools of education, and the
government responding to
issues of teacher recruitment,
development, and diversity?
What lessons do these
responses hold for California,
and what can California's
experiences teach the rest of
the nation? And how do we
develop the political will
needed to address the critical
link between the teacher
quality gap and the
achievement gap? Presenters
will discuss issues of supply
and demand, new pathways
to teaching, innovative
recruitment and incentive
strategies, better teacher
induction, and public attitudes
toward teaching and school
reform.

Consultant, Training Associate,
Four Hats Leadership Development

How can mentors and
administrators change school
and district cultures to support
high quality mentoring
programs? In Adaptive
Schools, five factors produce
collective responsibility for
student learning and schoolwide learning gains. Leadership
in such schools is distributed
and leadership skills are
deeply developed. This session
explores foundational skills
for leadership functions, ways
of developing leadership
capacities, and strategies for
strengthening collaborative
efforts of mentor teachers,
site administrators, and other
stakeholders.
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Beginning With Equity

Analyzing Student Work

Enid Lee, Visiting Scholar,

Trudy Schoneman, Associate
Director, Western Assessment
Collaborative at WestEd

Early registration will save you money! Register by December 31, 2001 and save $55.

Analyzing student work is
one of the most powerful
strategies to help students
achieve to high standards.
In this interactive session,
participants will explore three
effective ways to use student
work: (1) to set performance
standards, (2) to teach faculty
to plan re-teaching of concepts,
and (3) to help faculty see
patterns in student work.
Participants will also investigate
how to select student work,
facilitate conversations, and
prepare for successful results.

Payment: Space is limited, so register as soon as possible. Each participant should complete a separate
registration form. The form below can be photocopied. Payment may be by check, money order, or purchase
orders. No credit cards are accepted. Send the completed form and your check made payable to UC Regents to:

New Teacher Center, University
of California, Santa Cruz

Addressing issues of race
and equity in our mentoring
requires skill and selfknowledge. This interactive
session offers two newlydeveloped tools that encourage
reflection and build coaching
skills. Using From Technique To
Transformation-Moving Towards
Anti-Racist Practice, participants
self-assess and explore ways
to advance practice along a
developmental continuum of
awareness of and action on
race, language, culture, and
power. Checking My Equity
Systems develops skills in
observing how race and equity
play out in classrooms and in
communicating honestly with
beginning teachers about
these observations.

•
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Barry W. Sweeny, President,
Best Practice Resources, Inc.

Facilitator: Michael Strong,
Director of Research,
New Teacher Center

Hear from a panel of
researchers as they discuss
the many critical aspects
of evaluating educational
programs. Topics of this
conversation will include:
the framing of evaluation
questions; tailoring evaluation
to different audiences; working
with restricted resources;
and internal versus external
evaluation. In this interactive
session, participants are invited
to bring questions and share
concerns.

LUNCH

•

Ensuring Quality Teachers
in Every Classroom
Facilitator: Mary Perry, Deputy
Director, EdSource

“A quality teacher for every
child.”
An empty slogan or a call to
action? What are the policies,
both state and local, that
support schools in recruiting,
training, and retaining a highly
qualified and ambitious
teaching force? Join a panel
of experts as they discuss
promising policies and how
they can be aligned to promote
the career-long professional
development of educators.

17 B

•

Stop the Hazing: Mentors
as Advocates for Improved
New Teacher Working
Conditions
Matthew Bremer, Mary
Patterson, and Bill Pratt,
Consulting Teachers, Berkeley
Unified School District BTSA/PAR
Program

Everyone knows that new
teachers are consistently
given the most challenging
and least survivable teaching
assignments. Mentor teachers
are in an excellent position to
become the change agents that
break this cycle of hazing that
drives many potentially
excellent teachers out of the
classroom. Learn how mentors
in Berkeley are taking on the
challenge, explore some of
the unique issues facing new
teachers, and share successful
strategies with colleagues.
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Trinidad Castro, Outreach
Coordinator, New Teacher Center;
Valerie Leal, New Teacher Advisor,
Santa Cruz New Teacher Project

Connie Honaker, Coordinator,
BEST (Beginning Educator
Support Team) and
Sharon Kortman, Director, BEST
(Beginning Educator Support
Team), Arizona State University

The Santa Cruz New
Teacher Project—An
Integrated Model of
Support and Assessment

Established in 1988, the Santa
Cruz New Teacher Project
(SCNTP) is a two-year induction
program that links support and
formative assessment. One of
California’s nearly 150 BTSA
programs, the SCNTP features
full-time release mentors, a
formative assessment system
that incorporates professional
and content standards, and an
intensive program of mentor
professional development. This
session provides an overview
of the Santa Cruz model and
its support and assessment
tools and structures.

Arizona State University’s
Beginning Educator
Support Team Program

The BEST program is a unique,
two-tiered mentoring model
that includes a guide-on-theside and a district coach.
This university-district
partnership attracts and
retains quality teachers while
strengthening classroom
practices and increasing
student achievement.
Components of the BEST
induction program will be
reviewed along with validating
research. Participants will
engage in sample activities
and learn how BEST can serve
as a resource.
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Cooperating Teacher
and Student Teacher
Collaborative Inquiry:
Partnering for Equity
Linda Kroll, Professor of
Education/ Co-Director, Credential
Program, Vicki LaBoskey,
Professor of Education/ Co-Director,
Credential Program, and
Phil Tucher, Visiting Assistant
Professor/Director, Teacher Institute
for Urban Fieldwork, Mills College

Consider what it means to grow
and to mentor simultaneously
in the critically important and
yet-to-be-achieved area of
equitable learning. Participants
will hear from collaborative
inquiry teams—a student
teacher, cooperating teacher,
and college supervisor from
Mills College Teacher Institute
for Urban Fieldwork. Explore
how such research can help
mentors and beginning teachers
close the achievement gap.

21 B •

An Intervention for the
Middle Elementary
Grades: Comprehension,
Word Recognition, and
Background Knowledge
Elfrieda H. Hiebert, Visiting
Professor, University of California,
Santa Cruz

This session will review the
components and research
validation of an intervention
that aims to make children
competent with the demands
of the middle elementary
grade curriculum: background
knowledge, comprehension
of science and social studies
topics, and fluency in word
recognition. Children in the
validation study ranged
from second to fourth grade
and attended schools in
economically challenged
neighborhoods.
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Laura Gschwend, Outreach

Trudy Gross and Cathi Serpa,

Coordinator, New Teacher Center

Program Specialists, Fremont
Union High School District;
Christy Heaton, Teacher Advisor,
Silicon Valley New Teacher Project;
Cheryl Vettel, Consulting Teacher,
Fremont Union High School District

Using Induction to Build
Teacher Resiliency

What is teacher resiliency
and how does it relate to
new teacher induction? Learn
practical tips for empowering
new teachers to maintain
tenacity in the face of adversity.
This session will identify both
individual and accompanying
environmental protective
factors that foster resiliency
among new teachers. In
addition, learn ways mentors
and administrators can
build teacher resiliency as a
requirement for ensuring
long-term success in schools,
especially for those teaching
in low achieving schools.

Continuing Education Units: .5 CEU’s available from UCSC Extension for an additional fee.
Enrollment information available at the conference.

Cancellation Policy: A full refund minus a $50 processing fee will be issued upon written
requests received by January 4, 2002. No refunds will be given after January 4.

low fares for air travel to and from the event. You or your travel agent may call Southwest Airlines
Group and Meetings Reservations at (800) 433-5368 and reference the assigned I.D. Code
R9776. Reservations Sales Agents are available 8:00 am–5:00 pm Monday–Friday, or 9:30 am–
3:30 pm Saturday and Sunday. You must make reservations five or more days prior to travel to
take advantage of this offer.

.......................................

How can programs support
mentors to further develop
subject matter expertise?
Fremont Union High School
District recognized this concern
in special education classrooms
and created a training for new
special education teachers,
district mentors, and assistant
principals. Presenters will share
an overview of the training,
special education law,
curricular accommodations
and modifications, and
classroom behavior plans.
Participants in this interactive
session will receive written
activities and a disk developed
for the training.

Robert F. (Bob) Chase is a leading advocate for public education. He serves as President of the National Education Association, the nation’s largest professional employee organization, representing 2.6
million elementary and secondary teachers, higher education faculty, education support personnel, school administrators, retired educators, and students preparing to become teachers. Bob has focused
his efforts on a “new unionism”—recreating the NEA as the champion of quality teaching and quality public schools in the United States. His vision stresses collaboration and cooperation, risk-taking,
and personal responsibility for school quality.
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Aligning California’s
Education Reforms

Building the Profession
through Career-Long
Professional Development

What’s Our Writing
Got to Do with It?

Strengthening and
Sustaining Teachers

Can e-Learning Play an
Important Role in Teacher/
Pre-intern Development?

Vicki LaBoskey, Professor of
Education, Co-Director of the
Credential Program, Mills College;
Ann Lieberman, Senior Scholar
at the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching;
Ellen Moir, Executive Director, New
Teacher Center; Judy Shulman,
Director, National Board Support
Network, WestEd Laboratories

Coordinator, Seattle Strengthening
and Sustaining Teachers Project;
Nancy Murphy, Executive Director,
Seattle Education Association;
Stamatis Vokos, Professor of
Physics, University of Washington

Kitty Dixon, Pre-Intern Program

An update on California’s
progress in crafting and
implementing cohesive
state policies to promote
standard-based reform,
including curriculum,
assessment, accountability,
teacher quality and funding.
This session will also provide a
critical look at the disconnects
in those policies and the latest
legislative actions meant to
address those disconnects.
Participants will have a
chance to discuss the impact
these policies are having
on classroom instruction,
new teacher preparation,
credentialing and induction.

California Writing Project,
University of California, Santa
Cruz; Leslie Smith, Technical
Writer, Santa Cruz New Teacher
Project

Maxine Freund, Professor, and
Kate Tindle, Project Director,

Marcia Roberts, Staff
Development Coordinator,
DeKalb School System

Director, New Teacher Center;
Steven Carney and Jane Slater,
Coordinators, Online Production
Team, San Diego County Office of
Education

Development, Saint Paul Public
Schools; Elisabeth Swanson,
Director, Science/Math Resource
Center, Montana State University;
Susan Villani, Senior Program/
Research Associate, Learning
Innovations at WestEd

Dave Herz, Les Persson,
Kim Sheffield, New Teacher

Pam Grossman, Professor,

EdSource

Differentiating New
Teacher Induction:
Focusing on the Unique
and Complex Challenges
of the High School Context

New Teachers’ Encounters
with Curriculum Materials

Sally Luttrell-Montes, Site

Know Your Protégé:
The Impact of Adult
Learning Theory on the
Mentor Relationship

Using Technology to
Enhance Peer Coaching

Don Rothman, Director, Central

Urban Initiative:
A Partnership that
Promotes Equitable
Learning and Social Justice

Stepping Out of the Box
to Mentor New Teachers

Mary Perry, Deputy Director,

Nancy Burstein, Professor, and
Virginia Kennedy, Assistant
Professor, Department of Special
Education, California State
University, Northridge

Mentors must discern the needs
of their beginning teachers in
order to provide support that
addresses both short and long
term growth. Learn about
research on the decisionmaking process of mentors
and how this process is
transferred to the specific
context of beginning Special
Education teachers.
Participants will apply this
decision-making strategy to
vignettes of new teachers in
order to apply it to their own
work as support providers.

RECEPTION AND NETWORKING

Teacher learning can’t stop at
the classroom door if we want
schools where students and
teachers thrive. What are
teachers’ developmental needs
as they move from student to
novice to experienced veteran?
What does it take to build a
profession based upon the
continual improvement of
practice? Join these experts
as they discuss programs that
support teachers at various
career stages, including
national board certification.

Mentors analyzing student
writing with new teachers
often start with the content
standards. How might we
enrich this endeavor by also
writing with novices? How
does teacher writing inform
our understanding of student
work? How does it help us to
create innovative instruction
that teachers will sustain?
Participants are invited to
bring to this participatory
session three copies of one
sample from their own writing
and/or a piece written by a
beginning teacher.

How can collaboratives
between universities/colleges,
school districts, and teacher
unions help support novice
teachers, especially if induction
is considered one part of a
teacher development
continuum? Presenters will
explore the essential phases
of early teacher development
from preparation through
practice, share tools, strategies,
and the research that can
support an articulated and
connected approach to teacher
development with an emphasis
on mentoring.

Urban Initiative, The George
Washington University

The George Washington
University’s Urban Initiative, a
teacher preparation program at
Cardozo High School, a District
of Columbia public professional
development school, uses
Contextual Teaching and
Learning—a literacy
curriculum grounded in
student experience. Graduate
level interns and 9th graders
simultaneously engage in a
curriculum that is personalized
and differentiated. Participants
will gain knowledge of the CT&L
framework—its successes
and challenges.

Discover key attributes of the
adult learner as they directly
influence perception, receptivity,
and the establishment of
collegiality toward a successful
and productive relationship
between the mentor and
the protégé. Intrinsic to the
establishment of a successful
mentoring relationship is the
ability of the mentor to translate
knowledge of adult learning
theory into practical and
impactful mentoring strategies.
Participants will engage in role
playing, reciprocal teaching,
group and paired discussions,
and copious reflection.

How do we create a blended
professional development
program for pre-intern/
beginning teachers, balancing
on-line learning and face-toface opportunities? Discover
the ways pre-intern/beginning
teachers can use e-Learning to
strengthen their teaching. This
session will examine what it
takes to make a successful
transition from a traditional
instructor-led approach to a
blended approach for providing
professional development for
pre-interns.

Creating and funding mentoring
programs is challenging and
costly, especially if your state
doesn’t mandate and fund
induction programs for new
teachers. Join us to hear
about three unique mentoring
programs. Presentations,
discussions, and handouts
will promote understanding
of the ways these models are
funded, administered, support
reflection and improve
professional practice. Your
familiarity with these programs
will enable you to consider
some of these practices for
your own educational context.

Mary Navarro, Assistant Principal,
Los Gatos Union School District

Teacher induction at the
secondary level requires a
unique approach. Examine how
to assist new teachers in
developing their practice
within the highly complex and
traditionally isolating context
of high schools. Layered,
specific, and borderless support
mechanisms can broaden
novices’ professional identity,
promote growth, and build
a collaborative culture.
Participants will consider the
complexities of creating teacher
learning communities from a
variety of perspectives and
learn how induction programs
can support this effort.

Advisors, Franklin McKinley
New Teacher Project

Explore how technology can
improve access to new teachers
and strengthen the learning
process. New Teacher Advisors
will demonstrate a coaching
experience that integrates
technology and emphasizes
building common vocabulary.
In this interactive session,
presenters will focus on the
use of web sites to develop a
professional library and as a
valuable resource. Powerpoint
demonstrations will be
explored as an effective
presentation tool, and
participants will practice
e-mail journaling.

School of Education, Stanford
University

Curriculum as a tool for teacher
learning? This informative
session derives from a
longitudinal study of ten
beginning teachers, from
their last year of teacher
education through their first
three years of teaching. Using
this analysis, participants
will look at how curriculum
materials required by schools
or districts shape the learning
opportunities of new teachers.

LAUNCHING THE NEXT GENERATION OF NEW TEACHERS
You may also register online at www.newteachercenter.org
Please print your name as you wish it to appear on your conference registration.
Mailing address: ■ Home ■ Office All correspondence will be sent to this address.
Name
Title/Position
Organization
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone

Fax

E-mail
Special needs or dietary requests

Please indicate your first and second choice of sessions. Space is limited
and will be filled on a first come, first served basis.
Pre-Conference: Sessions 1–4
Monday, January 28:

1st Choice

2nd Choice

Sessions A
9:15–10:30 am

Sessions B
10:45 am–12 pm

Sessions C
2:30–3:45 pm

Sessions D
9:30–10:45 am

Featured Speakers
11:00–12:00 pm

Sessions E
1:45–3:00 pm

1st Choice
2nd Choice
Tuesday, January 29

✄
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How to Support
New Special Education
Teachers: Support
Providers as
Decision-Makers

Jeanne Klein, Director of Staff

Symposium
Registration fee includes breakfasts, lunches,
reception, and materials.
Before December 31: $295.00 per person.
After December 31: $350.00 per person.

For Symposium registrants: $125 per person.
For Pre-Conference only:
$175 per person.

Airline Reservations: Southwest Airlines is offering a 10% discount on most of its already
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4:00–6:00 pm

Pre-Conference
Registration fee includes breakfast,
lunch, and materials.

Mentoring Special
Education Teachers

What Do Teachers and
Administrators Have to
Say…About Teacher
Recruitment & Retention?

To what extent does
participation in the Beginning
Teacher Support & Assessment
program enhance teacher
retention? How do districts
secure fully credentialed
candidates? Presenters discuss
findings of a Retention Study
by University of California,
Riverside, and Riverside, Inyo,
Mono and San Bernadino
school districts participating in
BTSA. The study provides
increased understanding of
the challenges faced by school
districts, both rural and urban,
in recruiting and retaining
qualified beginning teachers.

Fees:

a special Symposium rate of $149 plus tax for single occupancy, $169 plus tax for double occupancy.
In order to insure this rate, you must make your reservations prior to December 31, 2001. Please
phone the reservation department at (800) 441-1414 and indicate that you are making reservations
for the New Teacher Center Symposium.

Keynote Speaker Robert Chase

SESSIONS C

Questions? Contact Peggy Young:
(831) 459-4323 or (831) 454-9749

phone: (831) 459-4323
fax: (831) 459-3822
e-mail: ntc@zzyx.ucsc.edu

Hotel Information: Overnight accommodations are available at the Fairmont Hotel, San Jose, at

24 C

Jocelyn Edey and Zeno Franco,
Staff Research Associates, Teresa
I. Marquez-Lopez, Assistant
Researcher, and Linda ScottHendrick, Associate Researcher,
University of California, Riverside

New Teacher Center @ UCSC
725 Front Street, Suite 400
Santa Cruz, California 95060

Hotel accommodations and parking are additional to all above costs. There will be no on-site registration. Receipt
of payment, confirmation of workshops, directions and parking information will be mailed following registration.

A New Deal for First Year Teachers

2:30–3:45 pm

January 27–29, 2002, at the Fairmont Hotel in San Jose, California

................................................................

15 B

Program Evaluation:
Challenges and
Opportunities

12:15–2:15 pm

Zeno Franco, Post Graduate
Researcher, Scott Lowder,

Suzanne Riley, Educational

SESSIONS A /B
12 A / B

SESSIONS B

Use Best Practices to
Create Effective Mentoring
and Induction Programs

By building the capacity of both
beginning and experienced
teachers, mentoring leads
to school improvement.
Participants will learn strategies
and components necessary to
create a high impact induction
program that results in
improved teaching and
learning. There will be time
to assess your own program
using a continuum of best
practices and to plan next
steps.

Senior Outreach Coordinators,
New Teacher Center

Building Leadership
Structures to Support
Mentoring

»»

•

Jan Miles and Anne Watkins,

9:15–12:00 pm
11 A / B

»»

3A

Results of the
Independent Evaluation
of the Beginning Teacher
Support and Assessment
Program

»»

2A

10:45–12:00 pm

The New Teacher Center believes that every child deserves an inspired,
dedicated and quality teacher. And every teacher deserves the support
and guidance to launch their practices towards excellence. Join us as we
learn together and propel our profession forward—Launching the Next
Generation of New Teachers.

Ensuring Students’ Right to Learn

Supporting Beginning
Teachers Toward Improved
Instruction and Academic
Achievement for English
Learners

14 B

The symposium presents a unique opportunity for educators from around
the country to come together and create a new vision for the teaching
profession. Together we will explore how induction programs and
mentoring can help launch our schools and classroom practices towards
excellence and equity. We will focus on three themes central to induction:
Quality Mentoring, Leadership and Professional Identity, and Equitable
Learning and Social Justice.

Children who are ethnically, behaviorally, and linguistically different or who come from the culture of
poverty enter classrooms differentially prepared to profit from what schools traditionally offer. 21st century
teachers, therefore, need to be creative, competent, and willing to re-examine their assumptions. With
humor, experiential activities, lecture, and discussion, participants will be led on a journey of self-discovery
and creativity, and explore strategies to transform classrooms into learning environments that capitalize on
the strengths of diverse students.

1A

This session presents research
that examines the implementation of the Beginning Teacher
Support and Assessment program and its policies that affect
English Language Learners.
The BTSA-ELL Pilot offers three
critical components: the ELL
Overlays which integrate theory
and pedagogy appropriate for
English learners, professional
development for ELL Pilot
participants, and follow-up
sessions offered throughout
the school year. Survey
findings provide insight into
the experiences of teachers
who serve ELL students.

We are delighted to invite you to our fourth annual symposium on teacher
induction, entitled Launching the Next Generation of New Teachers, hosted
by the New Teacher Center at the University of California, Santa Cruz.

1st Choice
2nd Choice

I am enrolling in (please check one):
■ Pre-Conference only
■ Pre-Conference & Symposium
Amount Enclosed $

Date

■ Symposium only

Check or P.O.#

.T

UESDAY, JANUARY

29
SUNDAY, JANUARY 27

7:30–8:00 am

9 am–3:30 pm

BREAKFAST

8:00–9:15 am
9:30–10:45 am
37 D •

Developing New Teachers’
Understanding and Use
of the California Content
Standards
Mary Dietz, President, and
Anastasia Zita, Consultant,
Frameworks

How do mentors assist
beginning teachers in aligning
curriculum and instruction with
student content standards?
In this interactive session,
participants will experience
a peer collaboration process
based on constructivist
principles and focused
on measurable student
outcomes. The easy to follow
design includes a framework
that helps veteran teachers
incorporate the use of content
standards into their mentoring
practices and can be used in
individual or group contexts.

11:00–12:00 pm
I•
Enid Lee

GENERAL SESSION

Keynote Speaker

Lee Shulman

38 D •

Coaching Leaders to
Attain Student Success:
A Model Program for the
Induction of New School
Administrators
Gary Bloom, Associate Director,
New Teacher Center; Claire
Castagna and Betsy Warren,
Outreach Coordinators, New
Teacher Center; Barry Vitcov,
California School Leadership
Academy, South Bay

The New Teacher Center has
built upon its induction
expertise and developed a
program for new school
principals and other
administrators. Coaching
Leaders to Attain Student
Success (CLASS) provides
new administrators intensive
coaching backed by an
induction curriculum designed
to produce instructional
leaders dedicated to school
improvement. Presenters will
discuss CLASS and share
preliminary research data on
its impact. The CLASS New
Administrators Institute was
designed in collaboration with
the California School Leadership
Academy, South Bay.

39 D •

Induction as a Partner in
the Credentialing System
Teri Clark, Consultant, California
Commission on Teacher
Credentialing, BTSA Inter-Agency
Task Force; Jaymee Kjelland,
Consultant, California Department
of Education BTSA Task Force

With the implementation
of SB 2042, California’s
Beginning Teacher Support
and Assessment (BTSA)
programs are transitioning to
credential granting induction
programs. This session
includes a report on the
progress of implementing
SB 2042 and the process
BTSA programs are completing
to become second level
credential programs.

7:30–8:00 am

Lee Shulman is President of The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. He sets the Carnegie Foundation’s intellectual direction and works closely with scholars
on all the Foundation’s initiatives. His scholarship is focused on the improvement of teaching in K-12 and university settings, on new approaches to assessment, and on the
methods and quality of education research. He has been the Charles E. Ducommun Professor of Education at Stanford University, President of the American Educational
Research Association and President of the National Academy of Education.

SESSIONS D
40 D •

Leadership and
Professional Identity—
It Comes from Quality
Professional Development
and it’s Union Business!
Marcia Averbook, Professional
Issues Specialist, Education
Minnesota; Pat Reisenger,
Director of Foundation for
Excellence in Teaching and Learning

Education Minnesota, a
statewide teachers’ union,
advocates quality professional
development which includes
mentoring, mentor training,
and peer collaborations.
Teachers as Learners and
Leaders (TALL) was recently
launched as a unique
leadership training effort
that promotes a new role for
teachers as Professional
Development Advocates.
This session examines the
TALL model, the expanded role
of unions, and data collected
from participating school
districts. Participants will
also assess their own status
as collaborative entities.

41 D •

Coaching in the
Mathematics Classroom
Jody Priselac, Director, University
of California, Los Angeles,
Mathematics Project

How do novice teachers
establish a standards-based
mathematics classroom?
Mentors must have knowledge
of content standards as
a foundation for curriculum
and instruction, as well as
pedagogy to be truly effective.
Presenters will discuss
strategies to mentor teachers
towards a rigorous, coherent,
and relevant mathematics
program—one that includes
content and delivery of
instruction.

42 D •

African American Students
as Standard English
Language Learners:
Instructional Strategies
that Work
Sharroky Hollie, Assistant
Professor, Cal State Dominguez
Hills, Consultant, Academic English
Mastery Program; Cassandra
May, Chair, English Department,
Audubon Middle School, Facilitator,
Academic English Mastery
Program; Lydia McClanan,
NBPTS Teacher, Audubon Middle
School, Facilitator, Academic
English Mastery Program

An alternative approach to
traditional instruction may be
necessary for African American
students as Standard English
Language Learners. This
presentation will interactively
unfold the research-based
language and literacy
principles and pedagogy of
one such strategy. Participants
will engage in activities that
demonstrate this cultural and
linguistically responsive
approach that has influenced
literacy in a large urban school
district.

43 D •

The SCNTP Mid-Year
Survey: An On-line
Instrument for Beginning
Teachers and Advisors
Linda St. John, Research
Associate, and Michael Strong,
Director of Researcher, New
Teacher Center

The Santa Cruz New Teacher
Project (SCNTP) Mid-Year
Survey is administered on-line
to beginning teachers and their
advisors in order to provide,
with minimum lag-time, a
formative evaluation for
program administrators. In
addition, the Survey allows for
comparisons among programs.
In this session researchers will
demonstrate the structure and
administration of the Survey,
practitioners will discuss
how they have used the data,
and sample results will be
presented.

44 D •

T.E.A.M.: Teachers
Encouraging and
Mentoring
Dena Durish and Sarah Mast,
Teachers on Special Assignment
for Clark County School District;
Karyn Wright, Director, Pre-service
Development and New Teacher
Induction, Human Resources
Development Department, Clark
County School District

Clark County School District in
Las Vegas, Nevada provides
ongoing mentor professional
development throughout the
school year. Mentors will learn
about the characteristics and
needs of beginning teachers,
tools and strategies for creating
optimal learning environments,
assessment strategies and
how to align curriculum and
instruction. Presenters will
share the successes and
challenges of their pre-service
and induction programs.

45 D •

Developing School
Leadership for Equity
and Social Justice

46 D •

Rita Duarte Herrera, Core Staff

Supporting Excellence
in Mentoring Through
“Mentors Helping
Mentors”

Member, National Coalition for
Equity in Education

Leslie Huling, Associate Dean,
and Virginia Resta, Assistant

How do teachers and other
school leaders address
challenging equity and
social justice issues in ways
that are constructive and
non-confrontational? Using
the research and teachings
of the National Coalition
for Equity in Education,
participants will explore a
set of Equity Perspectives,
practice using communication
structures designed to
support equity leadership,
experience strategies
designed to improve mutual
understanding, learn how to
promote equal access and
increase student learning.

Dean, College of Education,
Southwest Texas State University

Learn about strategies for
preparing and providing
on-going support to mentors
and their mentees. Using a
“Mentors Helping Mentors”
approach, mentors meet
weekly and engage in a
structured process through
which they identify solutions
to the challenges they face.
Presenters will share their
insights about this process
and also engage participants
in a discussion about the
benefits of supporting one
another’s practice.

47 D •

A Collaborative
Continuum: Differentiated
Support—Pre-service
through Induction
Rae S. McCormick, Professor of
Education, Occidental College;
Sharon Strickland, Teacher
Specialist and Nancy WaarichFischman, Coordinator, Teacher
Induction Programs, Glendale
Unified School District

Glendale Unified School District
and Occidental College have
had a history of collaborating
to prepare teachers. They
have learned that one size
does not fit all and through this
partnership, have developed
differentiated support that
is research-based and
experiential. A panel including
beginning teachers, a support
provider, a university professor
and district administrators will
share learning experiences
and collaboratively developed
professional development
strategies.

48 D •

Supporting Beginning
Teacher Growth by
Looking at Student Work
Kathryn Chopra, Advisor, Silicon
Valley New Teacher Project;
Joanna Shiu, English Teacher,
Linbrook High School, Cupertino

A beginning teacher and her
advisor will present Analysis
of Student Work, a critical
piece of the Santa Cruz New
Teacher Project’s beginning
teacher support. Participants
will observe a role-play of a
conversation that helps a
beginning teacher look at
student work as data to
create tailored and authentic
differentiated instruction.
There will be a focus on
the language arts content
standards.

49 D •

Listening is a Skill

Breakfast

8:00–9:00 am

Welcome and General Session
Keynote Speaker Linda Darling-Hammond

9:15–10:30 am

Sessions A

10:45 am–12:00 pm Sessions B

Eileen M. Cyr, Chair, Education
Department and Susan
McCarthy-Miller, Director, M.Ed.
Program in Administration
Education, Springfield College

9:15 am–12:00 pm

Sessions A and B (double block sessions)

12:15–2:15 pm

Lunch Keynote Speaker Bob Chase

2:30–3:45 pm

Sessions C

Effective communication skills
are necessary for mentoring.
Listening is a skill; it can be
critiqued, practiced, and honed.
In this session, participants
will complete a listening skill
assessment and evaluate their
own competence as a listener.
Explore such common problems as interrupting, mind
reading, fake listening, and
negative perceptions. Develop
specific strategies for altering
listening behaviors.

4:00–6:00 pm

Reception and Networking

TUESDAY, JANUARY 29
7:30–8:00 am

Breakfast

8:00–9:15 am

General Session Keynote Speaker Lee Shulman

9:30–10:45 am

Sessions D

11:00 am–12:00 pm

Featured Speakers

12:15–1:30 pm

Lunch Host Speaker Ellen Moir

1:45–3:00 pm

Sessions E

3:15 pm

Closure

FEATURED SPEAKERS
II •
Lily Wong Filmore

III •
Marilyn Cochran Smith

Professor, Language, Literacy and Cultural Studies, Graduate School of Education, University of California, Berkeley

Professor of Education, Editor, Journal of Teacher Education, Lynch School of Education, Boston College

Putting Race on the Table

Language and High Stakes Testing: What Kind of Support do Students Need?

Learning to Teach for Social Justice

As we launch the next generation of teachers, we must take up the challenge of putting race on the table. Knowing what to look for and
what to do when we encounter acts and practices that perpetuate inequity requires honesty, vigilance, and determination. Join Enid Lee
as she highlights cases in which educational leaders courageously confront inequality in schools and work to transform classrooms for
equitable outcomes for all students.

High stakes tests are challenging America's schools and America's students, especially those who enter school speaking languages other
than standard English and whose families might be unfamiliar with American schooling. California's high school exit exam preliminary
results indicate that students need help to develop the language and literacy skills that figure in such tests. This session will examine
what teachers need to know about language and what they can do, beginning in the earliest years of schooling, to support all students
learn the language skills needed to perform well on high stakes tests and to attain academic success.

New teachers frequently ask, “What does teaching for social justice really mean? What does it actually look like in the classroom?” This
presentation helps new teachers, mentors, and other educators clarify what it means to teach for social justice by offering a rich variety
of examples from the classrooms of beginning teachers. Participants will exame how these teachers, working in diverse K-12 contexts,
make sense of what they are doing, and what kinds of social, organizational, and intellectual environments support and sustain their work.

Visiting Scholar, New Teacher Center, University of California, Santa Cruz

12:15–1:30 pm

Pre-Conference

MONDAY, JANUARY 28

Forgive and Remember: The Challenges and Opportunities of Learning from Experience

LUNCH

Host Speaker

Ellen Moir
Launching the Next Generation of New Teachers
Ellen Moir is Executive Director of the New Teacher Center at the University of California, Santa Cruz, a national resource for the development of programs
and policies that support teacher induction and professional development. She has served for many years as the Director of Teacher Education at UCSC.
Since 1988, she has directed the Santa Cruz New Teacher Project, which has assisted more than 4,000 new teachers to successfully enter California’s
classrooms. Ellen is a passionate advocate for teacher quality and equitable learning opportunities for all students.

1:45–3:00 pm
50 E •

Designing Teacher
Induction Program
Evaluations: How Do
You Measure Quality
Mentoring?
Ann L. Wood, Program Evaluator,
California State University, Long
Beach

Increase your ability to both
assess quality mentoring and
initiate meaningful program
evaluation. Before designing
evaluation tools for your own
mentoring program, examine
program evaluation research
on two new teacher induction
programs: (1) A large, urban
BTSA (California’s Beginning
Teacher Support and
Assessment program) using a
locally-designed formative
assessment system, and (2) a
four-district BTSA consortium
using California’s formative
assessment system.

\

3:15 pm

SESSIONS E
51 E •

A Collaborative
Approach to New Teacher
Development: Focusing
on English Language
Learners with Action
Research and Coaching
Rain Bongolan, Co-Director
ELL Institute, Santa Cruz New
Teacher Project; Judith A. Scott,
Professor, University of California,
Santa Cruz

This interactive session
demonstrates a model of
professional development
which combines mentoring by
experienced teachers, action
research by new teachers and
their advisors, and multi-level
collaboration between district
personnel, university faculty
members, an induction
program, and a county office
of education. This session will
discuss the critical elements
of a conceptual framework for
fostering knowledge and
skills for teaching English
Language Learners.

52 E •

Baldridge in Education:
Successful Learning
Systems for Students
and Teachers
Ruth Miller, Director of the
Baldrige in Education Quality
Center; Kristi Zufall, Teacher,
Natural Bridges Elementary School

Baldrige in Education uses
management theory, tools
and practices to create high
performance systems in
schools. Students and teachers
together develop clear
missions, align goals, and
use data to drive decisions.
The Santa Cruz County Office
of Educations’ Baldrige in
Education Quality Center
trains school and district
leadership teams to apply the
Baldrige Criteria in district,
school, and classroom
settings. This unique model
empowers everyone involved
and promotes leadership and
school improvement.

53 E •

Cultivating and
Supporting Leadership
and Professionalism for
Teachers and
Administrators
Clem Donaldson, Assistant
Superintendent, Personnel, Pajaro
Valley Unified School District;
Nick Ferentinos, Beginning
Teacher Advisor, Fremont Union
High School District; Mary Stone,
Associate Superintendent, Fremont
Union High School District

Fremont Union High School
District and Pajaro Valley
Unified School District have
successful programs to
enhance and support teacher
and administrative leadership
and professionalism. Session
participants will build a
repertoire of strategies and
techniques to cultivate and
support leadership; discover
how to shape school culture
to enhance collegiality,
professionalism, and student
learning; and trace the
influence of teacher induction
to the evolution of teacher and
administrative evaluation based
on professional standards.

54 E •

Building Relationships
Using Online Mentoring
Techniques
Pat Blackwell Davis, Fenna
Gatty, Jane A. Kappel, and
Naomi Williams, Learning
Support Faculty, CalState TEACH

CalState TEACH’s Learning
Support Faculty serve as
on-site coaches for their
credential candidates.
However, the majority of the
contact with their candidates
takes place online. Mentors
will share ways to build
relationships with and
between new teachers online
to help prevent isolation
and promote collaboration.
Participants will learn to
access free online
resources to promote
this powerful means of
building relationships.

55 E •

California Formative
Assessment and Support
System for Teachers
(CFASST)

56 E •

A Continuum for Teacher
and Administrator
Learning: School District
of Superior, Wisconsin

Teri Clark, Consultant, California

Mary Anne Korsch, Principal,

Commission on Teacher
Credentialing, BTSA Inter-Agency
Task Force; Pam Paek,
Researcher, Educational Testing
Services

Cooper Elementary;

During the three years of field
review, Educational Testing
Services has gathered data on
CFASST and its implementation
across California. The formative
evaluation data collected
have been used to support
implementation in local
programs and the development
of CFASST 1.0. This session
includes a description of the
revised two-year formative
assessment system and a
progress report on its
implementation across
California.

Roberta Peterson, Elementary
Teacher, Great Lakes Elementary;
Peggy Smith, Director of
Curriculum and Instruction, School
District of Superior

Standards provide a
framework for professional
development from novice to
master practitioner. Combining
induction, self-assessment,
individual learning plans, and
differentiated supervision, the
School District of Superior
assists teachers and
administrators through the
developmental stages of
professional growth to
improve student achievement.
Examine the connections
between research on induction
and differentiated supervision,
and learn about Superior’s
first steps to create an effective
model for professional growth.

57 E •

Mentor Teacher
Performance Standards
Jeff Geltz, Professional
Development Advisor and

Janette Tovar, Teacher Coach

58 E •

Building Beginning
Teacher Leadership and
Professional Identity
Marianne Hussey and
Lisa Luedeker, BTSA Support

Specialist, Los Angeles Unified
School District

Providers/Trainers, Rialto Unified
School District

Providing quality mentor
assistance is essential to the
development of new teachers.
Presenters will describe,
discuss, and define the
qualities successful mentor
teachers possess. Examine
various articles that describe
effective mentoring practices
and then focus on four key
mentoring components:
preparation, anticipation,
implementation, and
adaptation. Participants
will develop a performance
standard rubric designed to
assess mentor responsibilities.
Come learn more about
effective mentoring.

This session will share action
research and brief video
segments that document team
planning, lesson presentation,
and collaborative reflection.
Participants will gather
evidence in support of the
outcomes of professional
growth and leadership skills.
This model incorporates the
use of two full-time release
Beginning Teacher Support
and Assessment (BTSA)
support providers networking
with four beginning teachers
in the second year of the BTSA
induction program.

59 E•

Best Practices for
English Learners
Marcia Vargas, San Bernardino
County Superintendent of Schools,
California Association for Bilingual
Education, 2-Way CABE Affiliate

This session will share program
models of best practices for
English learners. Participants
will explore a variety of
program models including
two-way bilingual immersion,
heritage language, transitional
bilingual education and
structured English immersion.
As program models are
presented common elements
that must be in place for
academic success for English
learners are revealed.
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